Leader interviewed by
Eddy O'Sullivan for and UKIP, not because they
Resistance Radio liked them, but as a way of

blocking the BNP. And, as we
all know, that little trick blew
up in their faces in truly
spectacular style – leading
DIRECTLY to Brexit, which in
turn – according to Breitbart
– inspired and energised the
Trump campaign in the USA.

https://www.resistanceradio.t
v/edward-osullivaninterviews-former-bnp-andbritain-first-regionalorganiser-gary-raikes/
The Resistance Radio project
was conceived by former
members of the British
National Party – the most
successful nationalist
movement in British history.
The BNP broke the PC taboo
against discussing mass
immigration and the
dispossession of the native
British in their own land. The
success and growing appeal
of the BNP so panicked the
liberal elite that they spent
every election over ten whole
years talking up Nigel Farage

ISSUE 16
I’m happy to be a regular
guest, and to see others
taking part as well. The very
fact that, in the past, some of
us may have clashed,
highlights the value of
Resistance Radio as a tool to
build unity. So I wish the
team running this exciting
project all the best in their
endeavours.

So a party that set out to
save Britain and – thanks to
Resistance Radio can be the
the BBC - ended up saving
the world from Hillary Clinton hub around which a new
and certain war by accident! generation of nationalist
How’s THAT for an example activists and leaders build an
activist organisation to fight
of the Law of Unintended
for the rights and the survival
Consequences in action?!
It just shows what even small of our people. It can become
groups of people – if patriots an important voice and
organising base for radical
work together to build
effective structures. Which is traditionalists and
what ResistanceRadio.TV is all revolutionary nationalists.
about. Because freedom isn’t
free – it has to be worked for, That’s why I’m pleased to be
a regular guest contributor,
paid for, and fought for.
and why I hope you will
With the demolition of the
BNP, a vacuum was created in become a regular listener and
British nationalist politics. One active supporter of Resistance
Radio.
day that gap needs to be
filled – but first nationalists
need an independent voice Yours as ever!
and common ground on
Nick Griffin
which to meet.
That’s the potential of
Resistance Radio, and it’s why
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TIME TO RISE UP PEOPLE Their nations have been
BEFORE ITS TO LATE! ruined by their cultures’

FGM, terrorism, rape, fraud,
gang culture, acid attacks,
inability to build and maintain identity theft and robbery. Not
It has become glaringly
civilisation…which is why they to mention the anti-social
obvious that masswant to flee the desolate
behaviour and contempt
immigration was engineered wastelands their cultures
these beings present to their
to pave the way for
have created/destroyed. If
host nation. Multi-culturalism
globalisation; to dilute
they couldn’t create
is killing Britain.
national pride and cultural
something worthwhile for
identity, two characteristics themselves, do you expect us 70% of ‘skilled worker’
migrants are illiterate in their
that would undoubtedly pose to believe they could
a huge threat to globalisation contribute anything of value own languages, yet are
somehow paraded as a
phase one: The European
to Britain? If these people are miraculous solution to our
Union.
so wonderful why are their
economic problems, when
A proud indigenous
countries of origin so
opposite is true.
population of a historical
uninhabitable?
nation wouldn’t accept being
Low-skilled, low-IQ people
absorbed into a homogenous Why wouldn’t the government take low income jobs. Low
make it easier for Americans, income jobs are subsidised by
artificially formed ‘global’
nation, a New World Order. Australians, New Zealanders the taxpayer in the form of
or South Africans to come
benefits. The vast majority of
There is no other feasible
here? We share a language, employed migrants are in
explanation for letting largely similar cultures and ethics.
low-skilled work, making
unskilled, uncivilised, fiercely They would fit right in.
them a net drain on
religious, wholly incompatible
I’ll
tell
you
why;
It’s
because
resources. What about
people, with a high propensity
those people are of European unemployed immigrants?
to violence, into our land.
They have nothing positive to descent, who also come from 50% of Muslim men don’t
independent, sovereign
work. 75% of Muslim women
offer.
nations with proud histories, don’t work. Yet they are
All of the spurious
who would also oppose the producing children at a rate
explanations for filling Britain destruction of their ancestral that has made Mohamed (and
with third-worlders, given by homeland. They would
its spelling variations) the
successive governments, have oppose handing Europe over most registered baby name in
been easily debunked with
to an unelected global
Britain. Their religion
facts, figures and logic.
dictatorship, run by the
promotes subversion and
If Britain so badly needed
Rothschild dynasty.
conquest. They are taking
skilled workers, why would
Britain over from within. I
The nonsense about
the workers have to be
immigrants propping up the would say a fifth column, but
immigrants? We have some of pension pot is a fatuous lie. we already have one of those,
the best education institutions Mass immigration has been making Islam a sixth column.
on the planet, and why would reported to be a net loss of They are populating our
the immigrants have to be
up to £17 billion per year, and country with their people who
from the third-world? Judging has brought with it a whole will, in turn, do the same as
by the state of the countries host of social and cultural
their jobless parents; take
these people come from they problems: Honour killings,
resources they haven’t earned
are clearly short of skills.
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and breed. That is the
hours, during the peak of the but funding the breeding
definition of parasite. Britons migrant influx? Could it be
programmes of people who
are financing the parenthood that the migrants are using do not belong here.
of jobless immigrants who
our services, rather than
In Britain we conserve our
will, at this rate, outnumber contributing to them? We are areas of outstanding natural
native Britons in a few short one of the wealthiest
beauty. We give historical
years. All while the native
countries in the world, yet
buildings listed status and
population put off having kids have a shockingly poor
maintain them with period
because they can’t afford
healthcare system that isn’t fitmethods and materials
them, because they’re paying for purpose.
wherever possible. Our native
exorbitant levels of tax to
Migrants make up the
wildlife species are carefully
fund the third-world invasion majority of NHS doctors stuck monitored and managed so
and Britain’s involvement in off for negligence, indecency, that they may be around for
wars in the Middle-East, for sexual assault and forged or future generations to enjoy.
the purpose of defending
inadequate qualifications.
Israel from their enemies, of Those ‘skilled workers’ again. Why isn’t the native human
population given the same
which there are many.
Why do we have a demand consideration?
This is genocide, according to for new homes to be built
This is genocide.
the United Nations. Any act that exactly matches the
likely to cause displacement figure of net migration to the
(white flight) or dispossession UK each year? We have too
(diminished access to services many people, not too few
and housing) are acts of
homes. We’re now the most
genocide. Allowing the native densely populated country in
population to be outbred by Europe. Something has got to
the invading hordes is
give.
another act of genocide. This
Since the British people have
is all outlined in the U.N
Declaration on the Rights of refused to be swallowed up
Indigenous peoples. I suggest by globalism, by voting to
you read it and re-evaluate leaving the EU, massimmigration no longer has a
Britain’s immigration policy
purpose. Its purpose of
accordingly.
diluting public resistance to
It is often said that the NHS globalism has failed, so you
wouldn’t survive without
can send the invaders back.
migrant workers, even though Last in first out.
the NHS will collapse as it has
been engineered to, to force We have no obligation,
morally or legally, to accept,
the nation into private
healthcare; another little gift tolerate, house, feed or clothe
from the government to the these people. British citizens
are forced to work for 40-50bankers they represent.
60 years of their lives to
If migrants are so essential to survive, while the tax they
the NHS, why have average contribute isn’t benefitting
A&E waiting times increased them or the people of Britain,
by 100%, from 6 hours to 12
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of Oswald Mosley so it felt
fitting to apply for the NBU.

Facebook as Alexander
Anderson /Agnew on twitter
as @fascist_alba and
@blackshirt_alba .im also on
VK as Fascist Briton so look
forward to talking to you all .

Would just like to
introduce myself to
everyone
My name is Alexander Agnew
mostly called Anders by
Hail Victory
friends and comrades..I grew Anders Wolfe
up in Glasgow and have been
involved in the usual
https://www.facebook.com/bi
movements and groups since rminghamantifascists/
HAVE YOUR SAY I was about 21 or so. I drifted
between the two big groups
like National Front and British
Message: My name is
Movement then BNP for most
dominic, i live in North east of
of my life until I got really
Scotland. The change in
interested in Oswald Mosley
demographic and political
and his black shirts when I
landscape worries me, and i
was about 30 but never
wish to help in the
actually found NBU until
preservation of the British
about maybe 5 years ago
people and values. I am not a
when I was reading some
criminal, nor am i a racist or a
literature about the new rise
"skinhead", i simply refuse to
in fascism in Scotland and it
stand idle while financiers and
really made me think that this
political puppets destroy my
could be a true political party
home and displace its native
if we all pull together and
peoples under the guise of
stand in local or parish
"multiculturalism".
elections backing the
independent candidate to
I hope to hear from you
push through some of our
soon.
This photo is taken off the
main points then we can
Best wishes,
Birmingham anti fascist page,
stand up with all the big
D. Sharkey
thanks for the publicity guys.
political parties like
Con/Lab/Lib and SNP in
Message: I have always been
Stickers like these are
Scotland.
thoroughly interested in
available in store and are
I would like to say a BIg hello
politics and has been my
appearing across the UK as
to all Blackshirts and I look
future career of choice, I've
cells continue to advertise
forward to meeting you all
always felt that there hasn't
NBU .
and may we strive to make a
been a party or group that
difference and fight to bring
represents my political views
http://newbritishunion.co.uk/
the glory of fascism back to
until today where i found out
nbu-store.html
the UK.
much about your group. i
I can be reached by email
have been a staunch admirer
alexagnewnov9@gmail.com or
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WORDS FROM GRANVILLE
when he was about 18 in
of the Catalan national flag
As always I like reading Anton Belper and a bloke who had with a five pointed star in a
Rippon's column in your
just moved up from down
triangle at the hoist.
paper - but Wednesday's was south and was picking up our Catalans have been struggling
of special interest to me with speech called Russ "duck". I for independence from Spain
its comments on some of our had to restrain our Russ from for hundreds of years and
forms of greetings round
striking him. Ah, the good old have their own motherhere. "Buddy, chief, youth,
days. Times change!
tongue and culture. Their
duck, chum ....you can call
regional government just held
me almost anything but I do Anton and his readers might a vote for independence.
like Commander," Anton
be interested to learn that our The Spanish government
Rippon, 27th September.
friendly term duck has
answered this by sending in
nothing to do with a
4,000 national police and
With my life-long friend Jack feathered creature but comes military Guardia Civil officers
Holland from Belper, who died from an Anglo-Saxon
to crush the election. They
in March, our greeting was
greeting.
used clubs against supporters
always, "Ey up youth, orate
of independence who were
then?".
It is derived from a respectful holding their hands above
Anglo-Saxon form of address, their heads, in peace.
Indeed we often used the
"Duka" [literally Duke] and is It was good to see the
second person singular when unrelated to a waterfowl. Our Catalan police and fire service
talking with each other.
term "Ey up" [often spelt
helped the voters. Amateur
ayup or eyup] is a greeting of photos have shown police
Anton's comments on the use Old Norse origin [se upp]
kicking, beating and pulling
of "duck" were interesting
used a lot throughout the
people by the hair in
when he wrote that visitors to North Midlands and South
Barcelona.
Derbyshire are often puzzled Yorkshire. This is from our
Anybody old enough to
when members of the same time in the Danelaw.
remember the Spanish Civil
sex refer to each other as
War or who might have
"duck".
Granville V Stone
studied it will realise this sort
Swanwick.
of violence has not been seen
I am nearly 80 and can
in Catalunya since then when
assure him that women have
Catalan Nationalists were
always called each other
Local folks often ask me for attacked by both the army of
"duck" - but men using it to details of the different flags I General Franco and the army
each other is a relatively
fly from my flag post in
of his Communist opponents!
modern change.
Swanwick. I have 14 different It was good to see FC
ones, flown at fortnightly
Barcelona team-mates walk
When I was younger only a intervals unless, like right
on to the pitch before a game
certain type of man would call now, something special crops with Las Palmas wearing
other men "duck" or, God
up. I have taken down my
Catalan training kit.
forbid, "ducky"!
Derbyshire flag and replaced
it with the flag of the
Granville V Stone
I well remember being with nationalists of Catalunya.This Swanwick.
my middle brother, Russ,
has the red and yellow bars
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What is the point of giving
aid to the Brazilians? Before the Normans took over the envy of all Europe. What
in England in 1066, the
a hero! We could do with
Brazil is the world's ninth
Church in England was as
more like him to sort out the
biggest economy and, in the much Orthodox as Roman
EU bureaucrats.
last three years, it has spent Catholic but the Normans
billions hosting the Olympic changed all that by getting rid Granville V Stone
Games and the football World of all Saxon bishops and
Swanwick.
Cup. Not by any reasonable priests and replacing them
measure is it a poor country. with Normans. Until the
Each National/regional Officer
So, it is highly questionable, takeover, Saints in England
to say the least, why it should were chosen unofficially by should be building cells in
the local folks rather than
their regions. These cells will
get £80 million from our
bloated foreign aid budget. from Rome. King Alfred lived then be directed to support
from 848 to 899 and died on members that are willing to
Especially as, like many
stand in local elections.
countries where we ladle out October 26. This date is
recognised as his Feast Day. Candidates should aim to get
aid spending, it has an
King Alfred was a pious man their names out into the
appalling record for
who strengthened the role of community. Attend council
corruption.
Christianity in the lands he
meetings as a member of the
Our ministers carry on
ruled
thus
making
English
public, get on to Parish
handing over tens of milllions
to economic powerhouses like unity stronger. An important Councils and get involved in
step was when he beat the any community action taking
India and China. They are
Danish Army of King Guthram place in their ward. This
also pumping nearly £2
billlion a year into countries of East Anglia and insisted on should be explained to any
members that have been
with disgraceful human rights the conversion of Guthram
and
his
followers.
He
built
up
forwarded to them to contact
records.
a standing army with half
.
Meanwhile our military
being
ready
at
all
times
whilst
All National and Regional
capacity is dangerously cut
Officers can be contacted
back, our social care system the other half worked the
fields.
simply by emailing
is collapsing and our
Saxon
soldiers
were
taught
to
officer@newbritishunion.co.uk
overcrowded jails are erupting
in violence. And to think this use horses, though mainly to
Government seems to be the get to the battlefield before
fighting on foot. King Alfred
best choice right now!
was an educated man who
translated many books from
Granville V Stone
Latin into English and brought
Swanwick
in educated outlanders to
educate the Saxons. He also
King Alfred the Great is
encouraged the growth of a
thought by many English
historians to be the greatest market economy. A strictly
ever Englishman and the only controlled coin system was
English king to be known as built which made his kingdom
the Great.
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NBU Action Teams

STREET ACTIVITY

existing posters up are ideal)
Once you have enough
Promoting the NBU website is
This
is
better
undertaken
by
a
targets arrange a night and
of paramount importance, it is
small team of 2-3 people,
off you go! Member one
where visitors
remember
the
aim
is
pastes the wall member two
will find all the information
to promote the website and puts up the poster and
about our movement and
the movement, short to the sponges over while
British Fascism that will
member three checks all
hopefully enlighten them to point messages
should be employed, we have clear. Come the morning
the truth.
many posters that can be
these posters will be really
used
for
this.
difficult for the reds to rip
CYBER ACTIVITY
http://newbritishunion.co.uk/ down!
nbu-posters.html
Cards
The easiest and most
Bill sticking
These are best used by ‘lone
effective way of promoting
One member has a small tub wolf’ activists, they can be
the movement, activists
should set up social network of wallpaper paste and brush, tucked in car door
windows, put on notice
pages (Facebook, Twitter etc) one has the
here you will be
able to share all articles from
the website and the official
Blackshirts page.
All newspapers now have online issues where comments
can be left, these
should be targeted and any
articles relevant to our
movement should be
bombarded with pro-NBU
comments.
From time to time you may
receive jokes that have been
forwarded to you
from friends, these often
include the email addresses of
flyers/posters and sponge,
boards, left in libraries,
all people that have
and the other keeps a look
doctors, bus stops,
been sent and passed the
out. Identify places
hospitals,anywhere people
joke on, simply copy and
where
a
poster
will
be
seen
have to sit and wait! Tucking
paste all email addresses
by the most people and is not them into the driver side
onto one of our articles or
private or council
window is very effective in a
posters and send out.
property
(boarded
up
shops,
public car park, drivers will
All newspapers have a ‘letters’
page; email them as often as fences around building sites, pick them up before entering
or where there are
the car, most will not want to
possible with
litter so will put them on the
pro-NBU emails.
dash or in their pocket.
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Banners
The best way to use banners,
which can be got very
cheaply now a days, is to
hang them on road bridges
ready for the morning rush
hour, these will be
seen by hundreds if not
thousands of people before
any red gets to take them
down!

military way. No need to
the problem of public disorder
confront the braindead
as this has long since been
left who are a lost cause, yourproven to have
efforts should be aimed at
been caused by communist
getting the
agitators.
message to the general
New British Union also in
public, British fascism is back! keeping with the 1936
Public Order Act are not
nor ever will be;
(A) Organised or trained or
equipped for the purpose of
LOCAL CAMPAIGNS
enabling them to be
employed in usurping the
Most towns will have
functions of the police or of
campaigns running, against a
the armed forces of the
planned by-pass, anti
Crown; or
wind farm, save our
(B) Organised and trained or
swimming pool etc. Go along New British Union politicalorganised and equipped
to these type of events to
uniforms a statement either for the purpose of
lend a hand, wear your black
enabling them to be
shirt and ‘Flash and Circle’
As the only movement that employed for the use or
badge this will give
stands openly against sham display of physical force in
you the chance to answer
promoting any political
democracy we have
questions like “what’s that
object, or in such manner as
no wish to emulate the
badge for” etc. Maybe
political class, we are differentto arouse reasonable
have a handful of flyers or
apprehension that they are
and will be seen to be
cards to give to people who different. We consider it our organised and either trained
are interested.
right as a Fascist organisation or equipped for that purpose.
If there is a ‘right wing ‘demo based on voluntary
The wearing of uniform does
planned in your area go along discipline to wear political
not make us a quasi-military
with a ‘Flash and
organization any
uniform if we so desire.
Circle’ flag, while various
more than it does the
In keeping with the 1936
groups leaderships don’t want Public Order Act at the
Salvation Army or the boy
us there you will find
scouts. It merely separates
present uniforms will be
the majority of people on the only worn in private meetings us from the old failed
demo will be glad to see you! or at private events. We
establishment parties and a
Remember its getting the
political elite that the
intend to challengethis
‘Flash and Circle’ out to the outdated attack on our
majority no longer trusts to
public and linked to
personal liberty as we believe govern the country for the
NBU in their minds. Build your it to be an Act passed solely true benefit of its
small team of trustworthy
people.
to stop the progress of the
comrades, plan youractions BUF in the Thirties and not to
and carry them out in a
tackle
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FAR LEFT IGNORANCE
and we condemn blind
animal cruelty is wrong.
spiteful hatred. Victims of
Unless you're a Muslim then
As far as I'm concerned, in
racism experience trauma and it's okay? Is that equality? Is
politics you need to develop a the most degrading and
it racist to point out that
thick skin to take the
frightening mental anguish, animal cruelty is wrong
obligatory expected abuse.
sometimes physical attacks regardless of whom you are?
leaving them with both
But one thing that does still physical and emotional scars It is not racist to ask these
irritate me slightly is when
for life.
questions and broaden our
people throw around the
minds to try and gain an
word "racist" willy-nilly in the So by throwing the term
understanding of what is
most inappropriate fashion. "racist" around; using it as a wrong in this country and
Sometimes it can add
weapon to silence political
why we're having the
amusement, as often the
opposition or to avoid
problems society is facing
person screaming "racist" is engaging in civilized
today. It is infact the only way
ironically being racist
discussion you are spitting on we'll ever find a way to solve
themselves by using the word those real, genuine victims. these problems.
in the context they are.
It is not racist to engage in Racism is the politics of hate.
But mostly it irritates me as civilized discussion. It is not Myself, I am in the politics of
it's being used that often in racist to point out that multi- love. I love culture, all
the most odd and bizarre
culturalism has failed and
cultures. I love learning about
situations that it's losing it’s subsequent segregation it’s them and reading about
meaning completely.
caused has led to needless
them. I don't want any
bloodshed. It is not racist to culture to become diluted or
If you criticize monstrous
state genocide is wrong
extinct just because someone
actions performed by
whether it is by bullet or by says it's "racist" not to want
followers of Islam, for
forced out-breeding.
pubs on the street of India or
example, the far-left will call
brutal Halal torture chambers
you "racist" for criticising it. It is not racist to acknowledge for animals on the streets of
Can they not see the irony? certain cultures are
Yorkshire.
Islam is a religion, not a race. incompatible with each other.
Any race can be part of that It is not racist to want distinct So the next time someone's
religion be they black, white cultures to retain their
views differ from your own;
or Arab.
individualism and remain
why not ask these questions,
distinct.
or try to answer a few of
So by calling people "racist"
them in an intelligent &
for criticising Islam they
It is not racist to say that
mature manner? Violence &
themselves are being racist equal rights should mean just immature blind hostility will
by insinuating only one race that; equal. Is it racist to
get you or us nowhere.
follows Islam. It just boggles criticize how in this country
the mind doesn't it?
it's one law for the
In union
I also dislike the disrespectful indigenous, and another law
way in which it is used. Racist for others? Or is it racist of
Tommy Tyerman
attacks are a form of bullying, the government to say that
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Integrity, loyalty
and trustfulness
It is no easy task to maintain
personal honour against
opponents who have no
concept of the meaning of
such a word. We have been
assailed with every
dishonourable weapon, which
our unscrupulous enemies
could devise, from attacks on
isolated members to
victimisation by denunciation
to employers. Yet we must
not sink to the level of our
opponents. We must fight
with clean hands, proving by
our moral superiority over our
enemies that we are fit to
lead in achievement while
they are mainly fit to destroy.

maintaining standards of
revolutionaries ready to wield
honourable conduct, which
the Fascist axe to destroy all
shall not be degraded by the the rot within the present
scandalous and malicious
system; If you are patriots
behaviour of our enemies. Let with a passionate love for
us set honourable standards your country and desire to
of integrity, loyalty and
see it the brightest and fairest
trustfulness, so that the NBU land under heaven, then
may make full use of us to
come and join us.
advance the cause we serve.
The future has need of men, If you believe in the true
let us make ourselves the
greatness of Britain, if you
men to mould that future.
believe that the Corporate
State will bring economic
salvation, then you will be
Gary Raikes
received with joy in the New
British Union of Fascists.

Blackshirt courage

Courage is the acid test of
A sense of honour is not a
political worth. To wear the
matter of private ‘morality’
Black shirt will test your
good or bad, it is the status courage, I hope you have this
which the individual maintains courage. If you should join us
in relation to his fellow men. I can promise you this, when
It is the outward symbol of you have put on the black
his inward value. A man
shirt you will become a knight
whose word cannot be
of Fascism, of a political and
trusted may be a ‘good guy’ spiritual order. You will be
to some, but such a career
reborn anew. The Black shirt
does not coincide with our
is the emblem of a new faith
concept of morality. In
that has risen again in our
another sphere a man, who is land.
so venal that he will sell to
the highest bidder whatever To all those who have heard
the issues involved, has
our message I say; If you are
ceased to be, as effectively as men and women worthy of
if he had put his head into a the new age and the new
gas oven.
civilisation that is opening out
before you; If you have an
Let us make sure we are fit to ounce of political courage
undertake our struggle by
within you; If you are

But the Black shirt is the test.
Gary Raikes
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